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STATE RECORDS CENTER SUPERVISOR

This is supervisory work in overseeing the operations of' the State Records Center. Work involves the
supervision of the maintenance, reference, security, retrieval, disposition, and destruction of the records
of' state agencies.

Work involves the coordination of the automation of the reference and retrieval system used by the
records center staff'. Through this system, employee establishes and monitors the activity levels and
efficiency of' the staff’ who maintains and retrieves the stored records. Work involves related duties as
required.

I. SUPERVISORY/MANAGERIAL FUNCTIONS:

Planning - Employee plans the weekly activities and assignments of the staff; who support the
maintenance, disposition, and retrieval of' stored state agency records. Employee provides information
and statistics regarding record activity levels and efficiency for long-range planning of space utilization,
transfer and disposition or' records, and methods of retrieval.

Organizing and Directing - Work of' subordinates is planned on a weekly basis to include assignments
to activities based on the priorities determined through recent activities or unexpected situations.
Employee assigns staff to various projects in reference, retrieval, and maintenance of new and stored
records.

Budgeting-- Employee has input into budgeting by providing recommendations on supplies and
equipment needs to the supervisor.

Training - Employee identifies training needs of employees and coordinates with supervisor to develop
a plan for training and identify possible resources for training.

Setting Work Standards - In coordination with the unit supervisor, employee develops individual work
plans and establishes standards for performance based on departmental and section guidelines and
policies.

Reviewing Work - The work of' subordinates is monitored through evaluation of' weekly statistics for
records processing. Assignments are monitored and changed to accommodate fluctuating efficiency.

Counseling and Disciplining - Employee resolves minor complaints and problems with subordinates.
Serious actions are discussed with higher level supervisors to determine actions and ensure that
established procedures are followed.

Performing Other Personnel Functions - Employee interviews and makes decisions in the selection,
performance appraisal, promotion, dismissal, and salary adjustment of employees and justifies them to
higher level supervisors and the section head.

II. SCOPE AND NATURE OF WORK SUPERVISED:

Dynamics of Work Supervised - Work is relatively stable in nature, but requires reaction to unexpected
situation such as staffing shortages, equipment failure, or emergency situations. Employee must react
by changing assignments of subordinates to accommodate changing priorities. Automation of the
records center requires the employee to evaluate operations and identify changes in methods, reports,
or procedures.
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Variety of Work Supervised -  Employee supervises a unit of records clerks that perform maintenance,
reference, retrieval, disposition, and destruction of the state agency records.

Number of Employees Responsible For - Employee is responsible for approximately ten records clerks.

III.  EXTENT OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED: I-lost work is performed independently with limited
supervision. Problem situations, changes in priorities, or unexpected situations are discussed with
supervisor.

V.  SPECIAL ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

Supervision of Shift Operations - N/A

Fluctuating Work Force - Work way include the supervision of temporary records clerks.

Physical Dispersion of Employees - N/A

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Knowledge of the principles and procedures of records management.
Knowledge of the operations and functions of state and local government. Knowledge of the State and
Federal laws pertaining to the maintenance, retention, and disclosure of records. Ability to plan,
organize and direct the work of others. Ability to communicate effectively in oral and written form. Ability
to establish and maintain effective work relationships.

Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - Graduation from high school and four years of
progressive experience in records management; or an equivalent combination of training and
experience.


